HOW TO WRITE A HEADLINE FOR MY RESUME
A resume headline (also known as a resume title) is a brief phrase that highlights your value as a candidate. Located at
the top of your resume under your name.

Resume Example With a Headline This is an example of a resume with a headline. Our experts come from a
variety of backgrounds but have one thing in common: they are authorities on the job market. Make sure your
proofreader pays special attention to headlines. If you happen to be a good auto mechanic, for instance, that
fact is unlikely to help you land a job as a paralegal. Nothing should go above this section other than your
header containing your contact details. Use keywords. This helps ensure that even a brief scan of your resume
allows a hiring manager take in the key information you put in this section. These keep the content
easy-to-scan and less foreboding than solid blocks of text. Personalize Your Headline Ideally, your resume
headline will be personalized for every job you apply to. Capitalizing a sentence will make it stand out from
the rest of the sentences. When you're writing, nothing makes for a more attractive and easy-to-read section
than brevity. The purpose of a resume headline is to introduce yourself as succinctly as possible. ATS
Application Tracking System while also give you a boost if you include related skills and experience in your
resume headline. There are no hard and fast rules about what you can add to a resume headline, but here are
some items that are great additions: Years of experience in the field A high-level professional achievement
Skills that are relevant to the role Data relevant to past performance, such as impressive sales numbers
Important soft skills, such as communication or problem-solving Special skills, such as being fluent in several
languages 6 Tips for Writing a Resume Headline 1. Focus on the position you are applying for. Your headline
should grab their attention and hold it â€¦ and then persuade them to read the rest of your resume. If the job
description calls for growth and sales, for instance, your headline might read "Grew Revenue 20 Percent.
Much like the headline of a news story, your resume headline should be brief and easy to read. It should lead
recruiters to identify you as the right candidate for the job at hand, within a mere second of a glance. This
being said, the way you accomplish this goal differs depending on the amount of experience that you have:
Candidates with relevant experience Aim to impress recruiters focusing on distinctive skills and attributes that
you've acquired throughout your career. If the job seekers goal matches to the job profile then it will a plus
point in getting the job easily. Web developer. Who should use a resume headline? Ideally, it should also be
aimed at making recruiters want to continue reading your resume. You should personalize your resume and
cover letter for every job opening. Choose words that convey your strongest skills and attributes in the least
amount of space. Big blocks of text are intimidating, so the shorter this section of your resume can be, the
more inviting it is. Make sure to keep formatting the formatting of bullet points consistent by starting all
bullets with an action verb and leaving off ending punctuation unless it's a full sentence. A well-written
headline will help the reader quickly understand your fitness for the job, making it stand out from the rest of
the stack. Put the Headline of a Resume at the Top Like in a news story, the headline of a resume goes at the
top of the page, immediately under your contact information. You can also include keywords that crop up in
postings for similar jobs in your field, to cover your bases. Before you write your headline, review the job
description and look for keywords that relate to your strengths and career experience. What Belongs in the
Headline of a Resume? Capitalize the Headline Keep in mind it's called a headline for a reason: Your phrase
can be pithy â€” in fact, it doesn't even need to be a complete sentence. Let the data do the talking.

